
L Series—Precision Optics 
 
FlexClock is a feature-rich timekeeping solution  
that offers employers a wide variety of valuable  
labor management technologies through a series 
of practical timekeeping devices. 
 
The FlexClock L1 is a high precision biometric time 
clock that offers universal proximity badge support  
for employee punching in addition to leading  
technology in employee fingerprint verification.  
The L1 is unparalleled in recognizing fingerprints  
and providing reliable punch collection. 
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Punch Data Collection 
 
Collecting employee punches 
with the L1 is easily done.  The 
first and most common method 
is through the use of a fingerprint 
scan for biometric employee 
identification.  
 
The second method for  
recording employee punches is 
by proximity card.  
 
The third available method used 
for the L1 to record punches is by 
PIN. 
 
 

Connectivity 
 
The flow of data continues  
throughout the workday. The  
L1 connects to the web to send  
employee punch data through  
a near real-time Ethernet data  
connection.   
 
The L1 unit requires professional 
installation. 

Features 
 
The FlexClock L1 offers a variety of 
unique and sophisticated features 
that provide solutions to a number 
of challenges. 
 
The multispectral print sensor  
enables “Liver Finger Detection” to 
identify employees from capillaries 
under the skin, despite obstacles of 
wet, worn-down, aged and/or dry 
skin.   
 
The unit is also resilient, making  
it ideal for high-traffic AND highly 
sophisticated employee biometric 
tracking.  

 Product Overview 

Feature Specifics 

 Bell Support 

The L1 also supports  
the addition of a bell 
accessory. 

Proximity 
 Cards 

Professional Installation—Wall Mount 
 
The L1 is a wall-mounted unit that requires a “fixed 
mounting,” with its wiring and connections concealed 
behind the wall.  As such, the L1 requires professional-
grade installation from an electrician, “handy man,” or 
qualified technician. 

“Mango” Badge-Type vs. Universal (“Wiegand”) 
 
The L1 utilizes by default a specific proximity badge card 
format referred to as “Mango,” typically indicated by the 
Mango logo displayed on the card face.  The L1 also  
can be configured to support a third-party proximity 
reader, enabling the use of an existing proximity system 
with timekeeping (“Wiegand” support).  



VERSION L1:  Feature Summary 

HARDWARE SET UP DETAILS                     

Wall Mount (Professional Installation Required)  

“Best Fit for the L1” - Practical Application 
 
The L1 is an ideal fit for employers requiring leading biometric technology for employee fingerprint verification.  
This requirement generally originates from environments where employees have worn, aged, or damaged finger-
prints.  With its multispectral scanner, the clock is able to take multiple pictures of the print and identify an  
employee through capillaries under the skin.  The L1 provides precise and highly reliable employee identification. 
 
The L1 also collects punches through a simple employee PIN and/or proximity cards, offering alternative options 
for recording punches; however, the unit is primarily selected for a biometric application. 
 
Generally stated, this solution is also well suited for high punch traffic environments.  The L1’s robust technology is 
recommended for and can be found at theme parks, such as Disneyworld®, government institutions, and other  
organizations with similar technology demands. 

CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS DETAILS                      

Ethernet  

PUNCH IN/OUT OPTIONS DETAILS                     

PIN Entry (Personal Identification Number)   

Proximity Badge Card (Mango/Universal)  

“Live Finger Detection”  

Accessory Guide 

Mango Proximity Badge Cards  
Take advantage of custom full-color, custom black and white,  
generic, and custom encoded cards.  


